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THEOREM: Let f be an integral quadratic form in three or more variables and g 
any form in the genus off. There exist an effectively determinable prime p and a 
form g’, belonging to the proper spinor genus of g, such that g’ is a p-neighbor off 
in the graph of 1: Using this, an alternative decision procedure for the spinor 
equivalence of quadratic forms is given. 
It is well known that a simple procedure can be constructed for deciding 
whether two definite integral quadratic forms are equivalent. On the other 
hand, no such procedure was known for indefinite forms until quite recently. 
This latter difftculty is due to the fact that the group of integral automorphs 
of such forms generally has infinite order. Siegel [Sl (see also [2]) gave an 
algorithm which used the geometry of quadratic forms; e.g., Hermite 
majorants, Siegel domains, etc. But, the various constants involved that arise 
from reduction theory can be rather large so as to render this approach 
somewhat awkward to apply in practice. However, Cassels [2,3] has 
succeeded with a clever decision procedure that applies to forms in three or 
more variables and which is completely different from Siegel’s algorithm. His 
method is based on the theory of spinor genus. We shall present here still 
another alternative approach which is based also on spinor genus theory as 
well as on certain graph-theoretic considerations. The seed of the present 
viewpoint had already been planted in Kneser’s remarkable article [S ] 
wherein he studied definite quadratic forms via arithmetically indefinite 
forms. This method, when extended in the special case of ternary quadratic 
forms, yields a global graph with respect to a suitable prime p at which the 
local image is isomorphic to the Bruhat-Tits building of the spin group at p. 
By means of this graph, certain representation-theoretic results for positive 
ternary quadratic forms were obtained in [ 71. We shall exploit it here from 
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the standpoint of classification theory; namely, classl$ifng integral quadratic 
forms in three or more variables up to proper spinor equivalence. which is 
known to include the classification of forms up to proper equivalence in the 
indefinite case. The approach taken here is rather closely related to that by 
Cassels, and may be viewed as “a variation of a theme of Cassels’s.” The 
main result and its corollary given below, however. are of independent 
interest. 
Let F be an algebraic number field and R its ring of algebraic integers. We 
consider a finite dimensional vector space V over F which is endowed with a 
non-degenerate quadratic form q and its associated symmetric bilinear form 
b satisfying q(x + y) - q(x) - q(y) = b(x, y), and L a quadratic R-lattice 
spanning V. We always assume that n = rank of L is greater than or equal to 
three. If p is a discrete prime spot, we shall denote by disc(L,), by abuse of 
notation, to be the usual discriminant of L, when n is even, but only half of 
the discriminant when n is odd. We say L is good at p (or simply L, is good) 
if q(L,) s R, and disc(L,) is a unit. Suppose K is another R-lattice on V that 
is also good at p. Then, L, and K, are R,-maximal lattices so that by local 
theory there is a local basis {e,,f ,,..., e,, f,, zZ1+, ,..., z,,} for L, satisfying 
q(ei) = q(f;:) = 0, b(ei, 4) = 6,, 0 = b(e,, ej) = b(&, fj) for i # j, b(ei, zk) = 
b(J, zk) = 0, the subspace span{zz,+, ,..., zn} is anisotropic, and 
K, = pale, + P-“‘f, + ... + pole, + p-“lf, + R,zz,+ I + ... + Rpz,,, 
where a, ,..., a, are nonnegative exponents. It follows that [L, : L,n KP] = 
lK,:L,~&l=fl(~) ‘I+“’ faf where 8(p) is the number of residue classes 
mod p. 
To define the global graph R(L : p) we take for the vertices those lattices 
K in the genus F of L such that K, = L, at all primes q # p. A distance 
function on the vertices may be defined by setting dist(L, K, p) = r if and 
only if [L, : L,n KP[ = ‘ill(p)‘. L and K are neighbors when r = 1. Two 
vertices are connected by a simple edge when and only when they are 
neighbors. This graph has its local image R&L,) which, in the special case 
when n = 3, is canonically isomorphic to the Bruhat-Tits building for the 
spin group of VP (see [7]). The graph R(L : p) is connected, and is a tree if 
and only if the Witt index of VP is unity (hence, only when n < 4). It is clear 
that if K E / R(L : p)j then R(L : p) = R(K : p), and should K E cls ‘(L) then 
the neighbors of K fall into the same proper classes as the neighbors of L. 
Which proper classes actually belong to 1 R(L : p)I is answered by the 
following result: 
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PROPOSITION 1. If K E ]R(L : p)I then R(L : p) contains a representative 
of every proper class in the proper spinor genus spn+ (K). The number of 
proper spinor genera represented by ]R(L : p)I = g’(L : p) is at most two, 
and which is determined by condition (1.1) given below. 
ProojI The first statement is an immediate consequence of the main 
theorem in indefinite quadratic forms theory (see [6, Sect. 1041) since L is 
good at the spot p implies that VP is isotropic. The second statement is 
proved in [ 1, Sect. 41. See also [ 71, where an identification of the local graph 
for ternary ZJattices with the Bruhat-Tits building for SL,(Q,) is used, 
whereas [ 1 ] eliminates this identification by a completely different proof 
which also has the advantage that is readily generalizes to arbitrary 
dimension. 1 
The proof actually shows that the vertices which are even distances apart 
belong to the same proper spinor genus. In view of this proposition it is clear 
that if we can show that any two proper spinor genera in the genus can be 
linked by a suitable prime spot p which can be effectively determined, then 
we have a decision procedure for classifying forms up to spinor-equivalence. 
The main result below accomplishes this. 
Let r be a fixed prime element of F,, and let (e, , f, ,..., e,, f,, z2,+ 1 ,..., z,} 
be a basis for L, as described above. Let G be the special orthogonal group 
(defined over F) with respect to the quadratic form q, A the adele ring of F, 
and G, the adele group of G; i.e., the restricted direct product of the groups 
GFp with respect to their compact open subgroups GRD, where Glp and GRP 
are, respectively. then set of points of G with coordinates in F, and R,. Put 
C (p) for the adele given componentwise by C (p), = 1 for all primes q # p 
and C (~1, = Se, + . Se1 - zf,, where S,,, denotes the symmetry with respect to 
the line F,w. It is clear that the action of C (p) does not depend on the 
choice of 7~. Let G, be the stabilizer of L under the action of G,, and 9 be 
the spinor norm function. Define the idele j(p) E J,, to have 1 at every 
component away from p, and j(p& = rt. Since L is good at p, a direct 
computation shows that 0(0 + (L,)) consists of all the even-ordered elements 
in F, so that j(p) is well-defined modulo 8(G,~). We also have 19(x (p)) = j(p) 
mod B(G,). Now, if K is a neighbor of L and K = C (p)L with respect to the 
above local basis, then the graph R(L : p) contains just a single proper 
spinor genus exactly when K E spn’ (L). In other words, 
g+(L:p)= 1 if and only if j(p) E PD J,“, (1.1) 
where PD is the subgroup of principal ideles with respect to D = 8(0+(V)) = 
8(G,), and J: consists of those ideles whose finite components lie in 
8(Ot (L,,)). See [ 6, Sect. 1011. 
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The objective in this section is to prove the “spinor linkage theorem.” For 
any M in the genus of L, we say cls ‘L and cls I M are linked at p if 
1 R(L : p)I contains lattices from cls’ M. Thus, L and M are linked at p if and 
only if there exists M’ E ~1s’ M such that Mi = L, at all spots q # p and L is 
good at p. Linkage of proper spinor genera at p is defined analogously. 
Proposition 1 implies that clstL and cls+M are linked at p if and only if 
spn + L is linked at p with spn + M. 
THEOREM 2. Given M in the genus of L, there exists a prime p that links 
spn +M and spn + L. More preciseIVy, there exists M’ E spn ‘M such that M’ 
is a neighbor of L in the graph R(L : p). 
ProoJ Choose an adele 2 E G, such that M = CL. Let X be the set of 
all real spots on F, and let T be a finite set of discrete primes on F satisfying 
the following: 
(i) T contains all dyadic prime spots, 
(ii) L, is unimodular at all finite q @ T. 
(iii) L, = M, for all q @ T. 
For each q E T, choose x, E R, n 0(x,) . F:’ and set aq= ord,(x,) + 
ord,(4) + 1. By the approximation theorem, we can find a c E R which is 
positive with respect to all q E X and congruent to xq modq’q for q E T. 
Thus, c E D = B(G,). 
Now, we write (c) = (n,,, qeq) e a, where a is relatively prime to q for all 
q E T. Define a modulus m = (n,,, q”q) . (&Y q). By a density theorem 
from class field theory (see 14. Chap. VI). each ray class in the ray class 
group Zr/S,,, contains infinitely many primes. In particular, we may choose a 
prime p in the ray class a . S,. Write p = a . (b), where b is a ray mod tn. 
Then, 
So, cb E R, ord,(cb) = 1, cb >q 0 for all q E X. And for each q E T. we have 
ord,(cb - xq) 1 min(ord, c(b - 1), ord,(c - x,)). Since b = 1 mod’ m), we 
see ord, c(b - 1) 2 aQ. But, by the choice of c, ord,(c - xq) 2 a,, also. Hence. 
ord,(cb - x,J 2 aq for all q E T. This implies, by the Local Square Theorem, 
thatcbEx;F,X*,qET. 
Putting d = cb, we have d . 0(x,) . Ftz = Ft * at all q E T. Also, since 
O(J$) E e(O’(L,)) = 17,. F:’ for each q & T, we have d. t9(c,) E U, . F:’ 
for q g TV {p }, and d . 19(z,) E 7cUp . Ft *. Hence, 
0 (\-)E (d-').j(p).J,C rj(p).P,,.JI'. 
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Let GA be the subgroup of G, whose local components everywhere have 
trivial spinor norms. Then, since j(p) = 19(x(p)) mod f?(G,) and 0: 
G, + JF/Ji induces an isomorphism from GA/G,GkG, onto JF/PDJF, we 
see that C E C(p) . G,GAG,. Therefore, spn’(C(p)L) = spn’ 2 L = 
spn+M, and M’ = C (p)L is the desired lattice. I 
An immediate consequence of Proposition 1 and Theorem 2 is 
COROLLARY 3. If L and M are R-lattices of rank 2 3 in the same genus, 
then there exists a prime p and a lattice M’ proper@ isometric to M such 
that L, = il4: for all primes q # p. 
Remark. By the theorem, there exist primes p,,..., pR such that the cosets 
APJ . P,J:, _ 1 5 is g, are distinct, where g = IJ,. : P,Ji], so that one can 
capture all the proper classes in the genus .Z from the graphs R(L : p,),...+ 
R(L : p,). If M, L, p are as in the theorem, then one sees that M and L are 
properly spinor equivalent if and only ifj(p) E P,)Jf . 
3 
The method described above for proper spinor equivalence applies equally 
well to definite or indefinite lattices as the next examples show. 
(I) Let f(X.Y,Z,W)=X2+Y’+16Z’+16W2, and g(X,Y,Z,W)= 
2X’ + 2Y’ + 5Z2 + 2XZ + 2YZ + 16W*. Associate to f the quadratic & 
lattice L with orthogonal basis defined by q(e,) = q(ez) = 1 and q(e,) = 
q(e,) = 16, and let M be a lattice correspondent to g. It can be shown, using, 
for example [6, Sect. 931, that M belongs to the genus of L. We want 
to know. whether M E spn’L. Since M’ = i2(e, + e,) + L(e, - e,) + 
J’($e, + e,) + Ze, lies in the proper class of M, we may assume that 
M = M’. Since [L : L n M] = 2. we have L, = M, for all q # 2. Let T 
denote the finite set of primes from the proof of Theorem 2, we may set 
T= (2}. 
Now, let u E 0 + ( V2) = G,,, be the transformation whose matrix with 
respect to the basis {e, , e,, e3 ,-e,} is given by 
0 0 01 
Let C E G, be given componentwise by C, = 1 for q # 2 and Cz = a. Then, 
ii4 = 2 L. Using a formula due to Zassenhaus 19 1, we have 8(x2) = 
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det(( 1 + 0)/2) . 0; ’ = 6 . a?’ ‘. Using same notations from proof of 
Theorem 2, we have c = 6, a = 3 . L, az = 3, and we may take p = 3 in the 
arithmetic progression (3 + 8r / t E N }. Therefore, g is properly spinor 
equivalent to f if and only if j(3) E P,,J,i. This is easy to check when one 
knows the local spinor norms of integral rotations. Here for odd primes q. 
B(G, ) = U, . ‘0:’ and B(G,,) = cCI!l’ U 2Qy ’ U 5N!JT’ U 100; ‘, and 
D = h’. Thus, one sees that g is not properly spinor equivalent to f: 
(2) Let f(X, Y, Z) =X’ - 7Y’ - 6YZ - IlZ’. and g(X, Y, Z) = 
X2 - 3Y2 - 2YZ - 232’. See 12, p. 1321. Let L be the indefinite ternary C 
lattice associated tofwith a basis (e,, e,, e,} given by q(e,) = 1, q(e>) = -7, 
q(e,)= -11, b(e,,e,)=O=b(e,,e,), b(e?,e,)= - 6. Associate M to g. 
Then, M may be assumed to have the basis (e,, {(ez - e3), +(3ez + eJ)]. 
Since [L :LnM]=2 and disc(l)=2’. 17, T= 12, 17). Set x1,= 1 and 
x2 be given. with respect to the basis (e, , ez, e,}, by the matrix 
t 
-1 0 0 
1 l/6 -716 . 
0 -516 -l/6 1 
Then, 0(x,,) = Q!:, and 13(x>) = q(e,) q(e2 + e,) . (0;’ = 6Q;’ since Cz is 
the product of two symmetries S,, + SL’,+PI. Thus, c = 38, a = 19L, and we 
may take p= 19 from the progression (19 + 8 . 17t). One checks that 
j( 19) E P, J& so that f and g are spinor-equivalent (and hence, equivalent in 
this case). 
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